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Hello and welcome to the Science Magazine Podcast for May 7th, 2010.  I'm Robert

Frederick.  This week: The first draft of the Neandertal genome; the link between

physical cleanliness and past behavior; and new evidence in Antarctica of our early solar

system.  All this and more, plus a wrap-up of some of the latest science news—including

a story about oversexed flowers—from our online daily news site, ScienceNOW.

Promo

Support for the Science Magazine Podcast is provided by AAAS:  the American

Association for the Advancement of Science.  Advancing Science, Engineering, and

Innovation throughout the World for the Benefit of All People.  AAAS—the Science

Society—at www.aaas.org.

Music ends

Host – Robert Frederick

The first fossils of Neandertals were unearthed in Germany's Neander valley back in

1858.  And for more than a century, scientists could compare only the shapes of

Neandertal fossils to the shapes of our own bones to tease out the differences between

ourselves and our closest relatives.  Now, in two papers in this week's Science, Svante

Pääbo and colleagues report the first draft of the Neandertal's genome, meaning that we

can now compare our genomes, too.  Pääbo is director of the Max Planck Institute of

Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany.

Interviewee – Svante Pääbo

In this first draft sequence, our main goal is not so much to study the Neandertals

themselves but really to study modern humans, study ourselves.

Host – Robert Frederick

To do that, Pääbo says he and his team compared the Neandertal genome to the genomes

of both modern humans and modern chimpanzees, our closest living relatives.

Interviewee – Svante Pääbo

And the things that are unique to Neandertals in the genome we actually don't trust that

much because we've sequenced to very low coverage, and we have special chemical

problems with the DNA in the old fossils.  So anything where the Neandertals differ both

from modern humans today and from chimpanzees, we, at this point, don't yet trust fully.

Host – Robert Frederick
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But where the genomes do match up, researchers have identified several variations that

suggest differences in modern humans’ skin, cognitive function, and metabolism, among

other things.

Interviewee – Sarah Tishkoff

But there wasn't really a smoking gun.

Host – Robert Frederick

Sarah Tishkoff is a geneticist at the University of Pennsylvania.

Interviewee – Sarah Tishkoff

So there wasn't any particular gene where they could say, "Yes, that is the gene or those

are the variants that distinguish modern humans from Neandertals, and make us uniquely

modern human."

Host – Robert Frederick

At least not yet, Tishkoff says.  And one reason may be because Neandertals are not that

different from us.  They only died out about 30,000 years ago.  Again, Neandertal project

leader Svante Pääbo:

Interviewee – Svante Pääbo

So for many parts of the genome, I am closer to Neandertal than what you would be.

And if we go further down the chromosome, you might be closer to the Neandertal than I

am.

Host – Robert Frederick

So, what the researchers did was to look at averages across the genome and compare

them to five modern human genomes that the team also sequenced:  a genome each from

southern Africa, West Africa, France, Papua New Guinea, and China.

Interviewee – Svante Pääbo

So the person from China and from Papua New Guinea are there to represent areas of the

world outside Africa where there has never been Neandertals.  There's no evidence

whatsoever that Neandertals ever were there, whereas, of course, in France there were

lots of Neandertals.  So we wanted to look at the relationship of the Neandertal genome

to these five individuals.

Host – Robert Frederick

What they report finding is evidence that there was interbreeding between Neandertals

and modern humans, but not in the way they expected.  What they had expected was local

interbreeding where Neandertals lived in Europe and Western Asia.

Interviewee – Svante Pääbo

We find that this applies to all people outside Africa, no matter where they live, even in

China and Papua New Guinea.  So, it suggests another scenario, actually.  The most

plausible one is then that it happens early in a population that goes out of Africa and



becomes ancestral to everyone outside of Africa, not just people in Europe and Western

Asia where Neandertals occurred.

Interviewee – Chris Stringer

Well, it's very surprising for me in terms of Neandertals and modern humans, I've never

taken the view that they couldn't have interbred...

Host – Robert Frederick

Chris Stringer is a paeloanthroplogist at the Natural History Museum in London.

Interviewee – Chris Stringer

...but I've certainly taken the view that it was a very low level of interbreeding – trivial, if

you like.  So a level of perhaps around 2%, which is a possibility from this data, is quite a

high figure.  That's about 1/50th of the genome.

Host – Robert Frederick

But reseachers don't know whether the parts of the Neandertal genome that do appear to

be in non-Africans contribute anything useful to the modern human genome.  Again,

Chris Stringer of the Natural History Museum:

Interviewee – Chris Stringer

One of the things that I'd have thought the Neandertals could have contributed to people

in Europe would be cold adaptation because, I mean, they lived in relatively colder

conditions – modern humans came out of tropical and subtropical conditions.  I bet that

the Neandertals evolved some genes that helped them with cold adaptation.  And yet,

modern Europeans show rather poor adaptation to the cold.  So that was one of the

reasons I'd put forward for there being little interbreeding because useful things like that

did not appear to be coming across.  But maybe now we should look again at some of that

data and see if there weren't useful genes that were being contributed by Neandertals to

modern humans.  But I think many of them may just be quirky; they may not turn out to

have great functional significance.  They just – if they're relatively neutral, they have just

survived and been copied on in increasing numbers as modern humans grew.

Host – Robert Frederick

And, Stringer says, it's possible that the parts of the genome that are in common between

non-Africans and Neandertals could have come from an even more ancient hominin

species – one that also shared those regions of the genome with Neandertals.  But

geneticist Sarah Tishkoff from the University of Pennsylvania says it will take a lot more

data to be able to tell.  She's looking forward to getting it.

Interviewee – Sarah Tishkoff

We now know that it is possible to sequence archaic hominins, such as Neandertals.

Next will hopefully be CroMagnon, perhaps this new species that was identified recently

that seemed to be living contemporaneously with modern humans and with Neandertals.

Who knows?  There was also another supposed species identified on the island of Flores



in Indonesia.  And so it's really amazing to think that we can start doing essentially

population genomics analysis of archaic hominin species.  That's really exciting.

Host – Robert Frederick

Starting today, the papers decribing the Neandertal genome will be freely available

online.  You can find a link to them as well as a lot more about the Neandertal genome in

a multimedia feature on our website:  www.sciencemag.org/special/neandertal.
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The U.S. National Institutes of Health, or NIH, recently approved 13 additional human

embryonic stem cell lines as eligible for federally funded experiments.  This raises to 64

the total number of eligible lines on the NIH Stem Cell Registry.  Here with more about it

is Science Policy Forum editor Brad Wible.

Policy Forum Editor – Brad Wible

The four lines that hail from Wisconsin’s WiCell Research Institute are particularly

noteworthy because they were among the Bush-approved lines.  When the Obama

Administration finalized its own stem cell rules in July of last year, the new policy

expanded the possibilities for government-funded stem cell research.  However, the

Bush-era lines had to be re-approved under the new criteria.  This led some researchers to

worry about continuing their work with the same stem cell lines they had been using

through 2009.

Two of the WiCell lines are widely used among researchers.  Now that NIH has cleared

them for federally funded research, approved stem cell lines account for 89 percent of

scientific publications in the field from 1999 to 2008, according to NIH Director Francis

Collins.  Complete applications for approval for more than a hundred other lines remain

in the pipeline for consideration.

In other stem cell news, an unusual new player has become involved with stem cell

research. The Vatican recently forged an agreement with the University of Maryland to

sponsor studies on human adult stem cells from the intestines.  The roughly 3 million

dollar partnership will pair researchers from Maryland with those from Italy.  The

Catholic Church opposes embryonic stem cell research but supports work with adult

cells.

Host – Robert Frederick

That was Policy Forum editor Brad Wible with a policy update from Science and the

AAAS Center for Science, Technology, and Congress.

Music

Host – Robert Frederick

In most, if not every culture, there’s a link between physical and moral cleanliness.  The

common saying “Cleanliness is next to godliness” exemplifies this well-understood link,

http://www.sciencemag.org/special/neandertal


as does Shakespeare’s Lady Macbeth, who tries in vain to wash her hands clean of her

murderous crime, crying “Out, damned spot! out I say!”  But as Spike Lee and Norbert

Schwarz report in a paper in this week’s Science, even in situations that have no moral

implications, physical handwashing still has a psychological cleansing effect.  I spoke

with Lee from the psychology department at the University of Michigan.

Interviewee – Spike Lee

So, when people make decisions they’re oftentimes faced with this difficult choice of

choosing between two very similarly exciting options – let’s say you’re choosing your

vacation spot, Paris or Rome.  What people tend to do is they have to choose one thing in

the end.  And after they choose, let’s say, Paris, they have to justify their choice by

thinking to themselves, “Well, Paris is obviously the right one because, you know, the

French cuisine is so much better and the art museums are fantastic.  Rome is historically

rich, but compared to Paris it’s just not as good.”  So, essentially they’re justifying the

choice by focusing on the positive features.  What our studies showed was that after

people simply wash their hands or wipe their hands they no longer feel the need to justify

their choice – they wash away dissonance response, they wash away the compulsion to

justify the choice that they’ve just made.  And the interesting thing about this particular

finding is that the idea of washing away your past feelings so far has only been studied

with immoral feelings.  So, people can wash away their sins, they can wash away their

immoral past, but our thought was that, well, perhaps we can wash away any kind of

negative past feelings, and worries about making the wrong choice is one such feeling.

And we were able to show that, indeed, washing can remove this past worry or concern.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

So, what choices did you have participants in your study make – these choices that had

no moral implications?

Interviewee – Spike Lee

There are two studies.  In the first study, we used a widely adopted paradigm in social

psychology.  We had participants choose CDs – there were 10 favorite CDs that they

liked, and then we asked them to choose between two of them.  We presented them with

CDs that they ranked fifth or sixth in an initial task – so these CDs they liked quite a bit –

and then had to choose one of them and afterwards we gave them a chance to wash their

hands or not.  So, half of the people were given a chance to test a bottle of hand soap by

washing their hands and the other half were just asked to examine the hand soap without

washing their hands with it.  And then after that, everyone was asked to rank the CDs

again based on their current feelings.  So, the people who were asked to wash their hands

showed no increased preference for the chosen CD; whereas the people who were not

asked to wash their hands they showed a classic response – they liked the chosen CD

much more than the non-chosen CD – justifying their choice.  Essentially it just shows

that it can wash away the choice justification in a list of CDs that people like.  In a second

study, we replicated this basic idea with fruit jams.  So we gave people a bunch of fruit

jams to choose from.  The setup was basically the same.  And we gave people a chance to

wipe their hands – in this case with antiseptic wipes – and half of the people could wipe

their hands and half could not.  And in this case after people wiped their hands, they



wiped away again the same choice-justification idea – so, they did not show an increased

preference for the chosen fruit jam, whereas those who were not given a chance to wipe

their hands showed a classic response.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

So, it wasn’t a participant’s own choice to wash his or her hands.

Interviewee – Spike Lee

It was not – it was a manipulation.  So, we invited people to test a product – by testing we

mean trying it with water, as in the case of the bottle of hand soap, or simply wiping their

hands with an antiseptic wipe, and the other half of the people simply looked at the

products and tell us, you know, whether they liked the design and so forth without

washing or wiping their hands.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

Did it make a difference how long people washed their hands, or did you observe any

difference?

Interviewee – Spike Lee

Right.  The duration of hand washing – we didn’t exactly measure, but it would be a very

interesting thing to examine.  It might be the case – to speculate a little bit here – it might

be the case that people who felt very committed to their choice, if they wanted to wash

away this commitment they needed to wash longer.  So, that would be an interesting

future direction to test.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

Who were the participants in this study?

Interviewee – Spike Lee

The participants were undergraduate students at a midwestern university.  The first study

we had people in the lab, so it was a subject pool study, and in the second study, with the

fruit jam, we approached people on campus and gave them fruit jams to look at and

study, so these were also students at the university.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

Would you expect similar results across populations from different cultures where there

may not be a link between physical and moral cleanliness?

Interviewee – Spike Lee

It is a very provocative and interesting question.  We thought about that, and what’s

interesting is if we look across religions and cultures, there’s some suggestive evidence

that it is actually quite universal across cultures.  And I cannot say for sure that the

metaphor of washing away the past or washing away your sins exists in every single

culture in the world.  But, what’s intriguing to me is the experience, the physical

experience, of washing away some traces or residues of the past – that seems to me to be

universal.  Because whenever people wash, right, when you run water through your hands



some dirt or traces or germs on your hands are washed away.  And the abstract level, I

mean this experience might be the basis for the abstract understanding of washing away

the past.  In the case of washing away concerns about a choice is essentially removing the

negative feeling about potentially making a mistake in choosing the wrong thing, so that

feeling can be washed away.  So, for people who have washed their hands, in the moment

they may be able to make a more rational decision because they don’t have this

compulsion to justify themselves as rational people.  So maybe, interestingly enough,

they become more able to make rational decisions.  And to the extent that this is

grounded in our physical experience of removing past traces, it may well be culturally

universal.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

Spike Lee, thank you very much.

Interviewee – Spike Lee

All right, thanks, Robert.

Host – Robert Frederick

Spike Lee of the University of Michigan is lead author of a paper on washing away

cognitive dissonance.

Music

Host – Robert Frederick

Interplanetary dust falls on the Earth all the time.  Most of the time, these

micrometeorites heat up just like larger meteorites, which causes physical and chemical

changes that erase any hope of understanding where they might have come from.  For

micrometeorites that fall to Earth without heating up, their history can still be erased by

environmental conditions that crush or otherwise transform them, including being

exposed to water.  But sometimes, conditions are just right: micrometeorites don’t heat

up as they fall, and they land in soft snow that never melts.  In a paper in this week’s

Science, Jean Duprat and colleagues report their analysis of two such micrometeorites

that fell in Antarctica, including the organic matter and minerals within them that may

help researchers better understand how our solar system evolved.  I spoke with Duprat

from his office at Université Paris-Sud 11.

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

Basically what we did is that we collected interplanetary dust from central Antarctic

snow, and within this dust – that are called micrometeorites that are very well preserved

from terrestrial alteration – we found ultracarbonatceous particles – that are particles very

enriched in carbon, in organic matter, that turns out to be very enriched in deuterium, that

have very high deuterium over hydrogen ratios.  And for this reason, we think that these

particles are most probably coming from the cold part of the early solar system that are

somehow connected to comets.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick



What do you mean by “organic”?  What form is the carbon in?

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

Well, it’s organic matter, which is just like kerogen on Earth, so it’s abiotic, it’s not

connected to life.  The only characteristic we’ve got on this organic matter is that it’s

very, very disorganized, right.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

Suggesting that there was no life, then, that…

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

Oh, yeah, far away from life, very far away.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

Okay.  You said it was found in snow.  What does it matter if it’s found in snow or ice?

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

Yeah.  This is a key point, because this snow is much less destructive than the ice.  The

thing is that there were previously collection of micrometeorite in ice, but somehow it

turns out that these micrometeorites are more altered when they are collected in ice,

because in ice you’ve got several types of things, like mechanical stress.  Or you can also

have – because when you collect them in ice, most of the time what happens is that you

collect them at the surface of the ice.  And at the surface of the ice, even in Antarctica,

even if it’s cold in Antarctica, the surface of the ice can melt, and you’ve got, especially

in summer, some water there that can affect your particles.  And so you’ve got aqueous

alteration.  So, this is really a key point.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

So, the idea is by capturing it in snow these micrometeorites are less altered than they

would be in ice.

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

Absolutely, oh yes, yes, definitely.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

How about the trip down – going through the atmosphere?

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

Yeah, most of the particles, when they enter the upper atmosphere – the interplanetary

particles – they are altered because they are heated.  And most of them are so severely

heated that they’re melted, sometimes completely, making completely round-shaped

particles.  But others have sign of heating, like vesicles in them.  And so, most of the

particles we found in the snow are severely heated.  But, because we collected quite

many of them – we’ve got more than a thousand of them – rare particles sometimes do

not show heating at atmospheric entry.  And within this class of particles that haven’t

been altered at atmospheric entry, some of them are the one I’m talking about.



Interviewer – Robert Frederick

And when did these particles fall to Earth?

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

Yeah.  This is important, because there have been many collections of micrometeorites,

but most of the time, when you collected this dust that falls really everywhere on Earth,

most of the time you don’t really know when they fell, and they could have fell thousands

or tens of thousand years ago.  In snow, in central Antarctic, you can really quite

precisely date when they have fallen.  And for us it is about 50 years ago, because where

we collect them it’s a very dry desert, and so we collect them at four meter depth in a

trench and this corresponds to snow layers that are within the '50s of last century.  So, the

dust we are talking about is really the dust that is contemporary dust – the dust that is

falling at the moment on Earth.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

So, in your analysis you and your team concluded, as you mentioned, that these

micrometeorites came from a comet.  Is it possible to identify which comet that might be

or…

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

It’s not at all possible to identify a specific comet.  Our particles – we favor the comet

origins for various reasons, but among the[m] there is the high D/H ratio, which is typical

from the gas phase of comets.  But, it’s not possible to identify a specific comet from

that.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

So, it’s not as if the comet recently passed by Earth....

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

No, no, no, no, no, no, not at all.  It’s not connected, because if you were to search for

something like that, you would then search for an anomalous flux within a specific

period, which is not the case, we found.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

Beyond the high levels of carbon and deuterium, were there any other surprises –

something that’s going to lead perhaps to a new understanding of the proto-planetary

disk?

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

Well, what was somehow special, in a way, is that the composition of these

micrometeorites – because they are so enriched in this carbon matter, in this organic

matter – you can analyze the minerals, because you’ve got organic matter, but within the

organic matter, embedded, you’ve got tiny minerals.  And these minerals are very

interesting, because you can analyze the minerals that are connected, embedded,

intimately associated with the organic matter.  And these minerals – part of it – are



crystals, crystalline phases that are quite typical from the early solar system accretion

disk, from the proto-planetary disk.  And this is very interesting because you can then

analyze the association between organic matter and minerals.  The minerals we observed

were known before in other interplanetary objects.  But, the thing is that it’s their

connection with organic matter that is interesting and that will lead certainly to future

works.  And, [es]specially, it provides insight on the cold parts, probably, of the planetary

disk, which is very hard to probe because for that you need material that haven’t been

changed from the cold phase—from the cold region of the proto-planetary disk—and this

is very hard to find material like that.

Interviewer – Robert Frederick

Jean Duprat, thank you very much.

Interviewee - Jean Duprat

Yeah.  Thank you very much.

Host – Robert Frederick

Jean Duprat of Université Paris-Sud 11 is lead author of a paper on the extreme

deuterium excesses in ultracarbonaceous micrometeorites from Central Antarctic snow.

Find the paper and a related Perspective in this week's Science.

Music

Host – Robert Frederick

Finally today, David Grimm, editor of Science’s online daily news site, ScienceNOW, is

here with a wrap-up of some of the latest science news, including a story about how the

flowers that are pollinated by bats are oversexed.  Oversexed?  What do you mean by

that, Dave?

Interviewee - David Grimm

Well, Rob, these bat-pollinated flowers have quite a reputation.  They have very large

male sex organs, and they also produce a ton of pollen.  And pollen is the male flower

equivalent of sperm that has to travel to the female flower to produce more plants.  Now,

researchers have wondered for a while why these flowers that are pollinated by bats

produce so much pollen.

Host – Robert Frederick

A ton of pollen compared to what?

Interviewee - David Grimm

A ton of pollen compared to other plants.  In fact, flowers that are pollinated by bats

produce about seven times as much pollen, on average, as other flowers do—or at least

flowers that are pollinated by other flying creatures, like hummingbirds.  So, the question

has been, “Why are they producing so much pollen for bats?”  And the going theory has

been [that] bats are just very sloppy pollinators – you know, they get in there and maybe

they’re not picking up the pollen very well, so these flowers have to produce a lot of extra



pollen to make sure they just even get a little bit on the bats to make sure that when the

bats visit the female flowers they’re at least able to transfer some of that pollen.  But, in

this new study researchers made an observation which led them to believe that this wasn’t

true – that bats were getting a bad reputation as sloppy pollinators.  This research team

was looking at bats and bat-pollinated and hummingbird-pollinated flowers, in the

Ecuadorian rainforest.  And what the researchers noticed is that the hummingbirds

actually looked a lot more sloppy than the bats did.  The hummingbirds would go into

one of these male flowers and get this really nice dusting of pollen on their head, but by

the time they got to the female flowers, they were only carrying a few pollen grains,

versus the bats seemed to be transferring a lot of what they had picked up from the male

flowers to the female flowers.

Host – Robert Frederick

Something different about the hairy bats versus the feathery birds?

Interviewee - David Grimm

Well, that’s what the researchers think that maybe the bat hair is just, you know, a lot

more efficient at picking up pollen or it’s just a lot better pollen magnet than feathers are.

But, they wanted to test this quantitatively.  So, what they did was they put bats and

hummingbirds in cages with male flowers and female flowers and they actually

quantified how much pollen the bats were transferring from one flower to another versus

how much pollen the hummingbirds were transferring.  And what they found is that the

bats transferred about 10 times as much pollen from the male flowers to the female

flowers than the hummingbirds did, showing that the bats really do have an undeserved

reputation as sloppy pollinators.  It’s actually the hummingbirds that are a lot less

efficient at pollinating flowers than the bats are.

Host – Robert Frederick

So, the experiment was done with these oversexed flowers, as you started by saying.  Did

the researchers repeat this experiment with the flowers that may be better adapted to

hummingbird servicing?

Interviewee - David Grimm

Well, that’s a great point and that’s one of the criticisms that’s been made of the study –

is that the researchers were only looking at these oversexed flowers that have specifically

evolved to be pollinated by bats – they did not look at flowers that have evolved to be

pollinated by hummingbirds.  So, you could say, “Well, maybe the hummingbirds just

don’t interact as well with these flowers, or these flowers maybe aren’t designed as well

to be serviced by hummingbirds.”  And so that, the researcher’s team says, that’s, that’s

what they’d like to do in the next experiment is to test hummingbird flowers as well, just

to make sure that they themselves are not giving hummingbirds a bad reputation.

Host – Robert Frederick

Okay, thanks, Dave.  So, what other stories have you brought with you this week?

Interviewee - David Grimm



Well, Rob, from a story about breeding in flowers to a story about breeding in ants.  This

next story is about how inbreeding is bad for ant immunity.  You know, we know that

inbreeding can be bad for humans – if you look at some of the royal lineages in Europe

you can see that the more inbreeding that took place between members of the royal

family, the more problems that their offspring tended to have in terms of various diseases.

They also tended to have a lot more problems with their immune systems – they were just

less able to fight off diseases.  And you also see that in purebred cats and dogs – when the

gene pool gets too homogenous, these animals can suffer from a variety of problems,

including problems with their immune system.  And researchers have actually also seen

this problem with ants.  They’ve observed that when ant queens mate with close relatives

over several generations, the colonies tend to be less resistant to attacks from fungi, from

microscopic worms, and from bacteria – so some of the same potential pathogens that

would affect our own immune system.  But, you know when they looked at individual

ants, they couldn’t look at an individual ant and say, “You know, this ant has a problem

with its immune system.”  So, they were wondering where the problem was coming from,

from inbreeding.  And one of the interesting things about ant colonies is the ant colony is

almost sort of like an organism in itself.  So, when a lot of researchers look at ants they

don’t really look at the individual level – they look at the whole colony.  And there’s

actually some interesting parallels between an ant colony and the human immune system.

You know, we have these billions of cells, white blood cells, that circulate in our body

that help us fight infection; ants themselves in a colony—individual ants—will, say, coat

a nest with an antibacterial resin that will protect the whole colony.  So, you can almost

think of ants—individual ants—as cells in the giant immune system that is the ant colony.

And in the new study researchers wanted to see, "Does this analogy extend further?" You

know, when ants start inbreeding does it affect the immune system of the entire colony?

Host – Robert Frederick

So, what did the researchers do to try and study this affect of inbreeding?

Interviewee - David Grimm

Well, what they did was they created two colonies of ants.  And these ants are a species

native to Brazil.  And with one colony, they inbred them several times – they bred the

queens with close relatives over 10 successive generations.  And with the other colony,

they let the ants breed with whoever they wanted to breed with.  And then they infected

these colonies with a parasitic fungus which is known to eat insects from the inside out –

kind of disgusting.  And what they found is that the normal colony—the colony that

wasn’t inbred—within the first day – this fungus tends to attack the larvae first – these

ants in this normal colony started removing infected larvae almost right away from the

colony.  Just, as you might imagine, macrophages in our body come around and they eat

pathogens and remove them from our body.  These ants were going around and taking

larvae—infected larvae—and taking them out of the colony.  But with the inbred colony,

sometimes the ants waited up to three days before they took these infected larvae out of

the colony – and by then the infection had already started to spread beyond the larvae.

So, the researchers are really finding that, on the colony level, that when ants inbreed the

whole colony can suffer in terms of becoming much more vulnerable to a parasitic

infection.



Host – Robert Frederick

So, does that mean that researchers have found something that’s wrong on the individual

level with ants?

Interviewee - David Grimm

Well, what they suspect is happening is that individual ants that are not inbred are better

able to sense when a larvae is infected with a parasite – maybe it’s something that they,

ants don’t really smell, but it’s maybe something they detect chemically – and that the

inbred ants just have a much harder time detecting this “infected smell” or whatever it is,

and that’s why the inbred colony as a whole takes longer to remove these infected larvae.

Now, you know, as I said before, the researchers had looked at individual inbred ants and

hadn’t seen problems, but that doesn’t mean those problems aren’t there.  And what the

researchers argue in this study is, you know, if we looked close enough and if we really

studied the physiology or the chemical sensing of these ants, perhaps we would detect

some defects at the individual level – that, in the long run, impact the entire colony.

Host – Robert Frederick

Okay.  So, last story.  What’s this last one about?

Interviewee - David Grimm

Well, Rob, from figuring out how ants deal with inbreeding to figuring out how woolly

mammoths dealt with subzero temperatures in prehistoric Siberia and North America.

Host – Robert Frederick

What’s the new data?

Interviewee - David Grimm

Well, the new data comes from a 43,000-year-old mammoth bone preserved in the

Siberian permafrost.  And this bone was actually discovered quite a while ago and

researchers have been doing various experiments with these remains to really try to figure

out how these ancient beasts lived and even potentially what drove them extinct.  And in

this new study, one of the good questions the researchers had is, “How did these animals

adapt to such cold conditions when the animals they evolved from actually were adapted

to much warmer conditions?”  It’s thought that woolly mammoths split off from an

elephant-like African ancestor over tens of millions of years.  And some of the

adaptations that the mammoths evolved was that they evolved tiny ears—potentially for

blocking out snow—and very thick wool – you know, very obvious adaptations.  But, in

this new study researchers were wondering, “Was there something else that was

happening, you know, on sort of a more of a physiological level that really helped these

animals adapt?”  And they specifically focused on a protein called hemoglobin, and

hemoglobin is this protein that in animals helps transport oxygen.  And hemoglobin

basically holds onto oxygen and the warmer a tissue gets, the more likely it is to release

oxygen.  And that really helps if you’ve got a very hard-working muscle, you obviously

want more oxygen delivered to that muscle, so the warmer the muscle gets, the more

oxygen hemoglobin is releasing in that muscle and the more “breathing” that muscle can



do to keep functioning.  But, what may have been different about woolly mammoths is

that it’s been speculated that to sort of keep their core body temperature warm, they

would have let their extremities—say, their legs—get very cold.  But that poses a

conundrum, because if you let your extremities get very cold and when you’ve got

hemoglobin down there, how is the hemoglobin going to release oxygen?  You still need

some oxygen delivered to those extremities; otherwise they’re going to effectively die.

And so, the researchers wondered, “You know, was there something that was different

about mammoth hemoglobin that allowed it to deliver oxygen even to these very cold

extremities?”

Host – Robert Frederick

So, with the DNA from this really old fossil…

Interviewee - David Grimm

Exactly.  So, what they did with this really old DNA was they were able to match that up

with what is known about the mammoth genome and actually isolate the gene for

mammoth hemoglobin.  And then what they did that was really neat was they inserted

this gene into a bacteria, actually E. coli, in the lab and they had the bacteria manufacture

mammoth hemoglobin.  And it may sound far-fetched, but we already do that with insulin

– we’ve inserted the human gene for insulin into E. coli bacteria, and E. coli produce

human insulin.  And so that’s what researchers did in this study – they had the bacteria

produce mammoth hemoglobin, and they also had the bacteria produce hemoglobin from

modern Asian and African elephants, which are the closest living relatives of the woolly

mammoth.

Host – Robert Frederick

So, how the two compare?

Interviewee - David Grimm

Well, what they found is sort of what they expected – that the warmer a tissue got, the

more oxygen the African and Asian elephant hemoglobin released.  But with the woolly

mammoth hemoglobin, it released oxygen at a steady rate regardless of temperature.

Host – Robert Frederick

Are there other possible explanations for what’s going on here that researchers are

considering?

Interviewee - David Grimm

Well, one researcher makes the critique that we really don’t know—we’re just sort of

assuming—that these woolly mammoths would have potentially had a problem with

oxygen delivery to these colder tissues and they would have needed to solve this problem

with this type of hemoglobin that releases oxygen regardless of temperatures.  But that is

a big assumption considering we don’t really know very much about the physiology of

these animals.  The extraordinary thing here that the outside experts are really excited

about is that the researchers were even able to produce this 40,000 plus-year-old

hemoglobin in the lab.  In fact, the team actually compares it to taking a 43,000-year-old



blood sample from a woolly mammoth.  So, still a very impressive achievement, even if

not all experts are totally convinced about this different function of woolly mammoth

hemoglobin.

Host – Robert Frederick

Okay, well, thanks, Dave.

Interviewee - David Grimm

Thanks, Rob.

Host – Robert Frederick

So, what other stories are you looking into for ScienceNOW or on the policy blog,

ScienceInsider?

Interviewee - David Grimm

Well, Rob, for ScienceNOW we’ve got stories about the genetics behind Tourette

syndrome and the largest bulge in the solar system.  And for Science’s policy blog,

ScienceInsider, we are very closely following this oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico – what it

means for science, what scientists are doing to try to help clean it up.  So, be sure to

check out all of these stories on the site.

Host – Robert Frederick

David Grimm is the editor of ScienceNOW, the online daily news site of Science.  You

can check out the latest science news plus all the stories from the science policy blog,

ScienceInsider, at news.sciencemag.org.

Music

Promo

Support for the Science Magazine Podcast is provided by AAAS—the Science

Society—at www.aaas.org.

Host – Robert Frederick

And that wraps up the May 7th, 2010, Science Magazine Podcast.  If you have any

comments or suggestions for the show, please write us at sciencepodcast@aaas.org. The

show is a production of Science Magazine.  Jeffrey Cook composed the music and I'm

Robert Frederick.  On behalf of Science Magazine and its publisher, AAAS, thanks for

joining us.

Music ends
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